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Shanah Tovah.

It is so good to see you.

While some of us have been back to NSCI any number of times since last Rosh Hashanah

or maybe even before that, for many of you, this is likely your first time back in person,

potentially in over two and a half years.  For some of you, being here likely feels like a

restoration, a return to the familiar, a return of what’s been lost, stolen really, from us.

For some of you, being here is nothing less than an act of courage and overcoming

profound fear.  I want you to know: we see you; we feel with you; we are so glad that you

are here.   And of course, some are still not here with us physically - but as we’ve shared

over the past two High Holy Day seasons, wherever it is that you are, we are glad you are

spending your Erev Roshanah with us - and we want you to know: you are not invisible;

we miss you.

Each and every one of us individually and collectively has been through so much over the

last two and a half years, no less over the last 2 and half months. If the pandemic’s long

haul presence wasn’t enough to remind us that even the strongest foundations of our

lives, our communities, our world could be shaken, well, then the earth-shattering evil

and terror of July 4th and its ensuing aftershocks of trauma made that unmistakably

clear and profoundly personal.  We are living in and through incredibly challenging

times.  I recently found myself going back over my early High Holy Day sermons (this

year marks my 21st High Holy Days with NSCI).  In many of those sermons, I would

speak to the troubling reality of whatever the year was.  This year, as I looked back at

those, I said to myself: “If only.”

We have lost so much.

● Over 1,000,000 people in the United States have died from Covid 19

● At its height, just 7 months ago, over 4.2 million Americans had lost their jobs..
1

Locally, as a result of the July 4th terror, as we all so deeply know,

● 7 souls, including our own Jacki Sundheim, and their worlds were destroyed.

● 48 people were physically wounded, some of them our congregants, with their lives

and those of their families profoundly altered.

● Countless others have suffered emotional devastation, with the first responders,

Community Emergency Response Team members, and other helpers on the scene

and in the aftermath, professional and volunteer, bearing a particularly difficult

burden.

● There is not a single entity in our community untouched.

And of course, beyond all of this, there are all those other deeply personal losses, the true

impact of which only the souls of those who bear the losses fully know.  Here are just a

few of the losses that some of you have shared with me:
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● “I couldn’t go to my own mother’s funeral.”

● “We could only see a photograph of our son on our hotel television on his college

graduation.”

● “I lost my right as a kid not to have to worry about the big things.”

● “I lost the sense that I had some kind of control over my life.”

● “I lost my innocence, my security, my previously held unfettered belief that people

are inherently good.”

● “I lost so much joy.”

● “I lost so much time.”

● “I never got to say goodbye.”

It’s nearly too much to bear.

To cope, like children before understanding object permanence, some of us figuratively

cover our eyes to avoid thinking about the losses, trying to make the confronting matters

disappear.

Others of us do whatever we can to attach a happy or just finite ending onto painful

subjects long before the suffering has run its natural course.   Oh how we try to take life’s

painful experiences,  their effects and ensuing losses, seal them up tightly in a box,

wrapped with a beautiful bow, never to be opened again.

And yet, deep down, we know neither response really works.  Our yearnings seep out or

spill over, regardless of how deeply we bury them or how beautiful their wrapping.  The

foundational truth is that without acknowledging the depth of our losses, without really

keeping them in focus, the wounds will not heal. We are in the midst of a trauma,

shaken to our core.  We cannot go around it.  The only way is through.

So how then, after all we’ve lost as individuals and a community, can we enter into a New

Year with some possibility of hope for the future?

I’d like to suggest we find direction from a seemingly unlikely place: a category of Jewish

law dedicated to the handling of lost objects - called Hashavat Aveidah. As it happens,

Judaism proves very concerned about the things we lose and sets an incredibly high

standard for their return - all rooting back to one obscure and utterly non-contemporary

verse in Deuteronomy: “When you see your fellow’s ox or sheep gone astray, do not

ignore it; you must return it to them.”
2

On returning anything for that matter, Western law has no such equivalent, and as such,

most of us likely think of returning lost property as a good deed, not a mandate. But for
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Judaism, returning the lost is a commandment, an obligation that places the onus on the

finder to restore lost objects to their rightful owners. Of note is that the obligation stands

regardless of whether or not we know the owners or even like them.  For example, if you

found an iphone on the street with a sticker on the back for whichever presidential

candidate you didn’t vote for, you’re still obligated to do whatever you can to return

it…personally.

Of course, a given object would have to have this type of identifying feature to allow for

the owner to recognize it.  A generic or ubiquitous item with no markers, say a small

black umbrella (which by the way we have like 20 of in the Temple lost and found), well

that would have been considered hefker - ownerless -so the finder would have no

obligation to its return.  But something with particulars, what the Talmud calls simanim,

that sticker on the back - well - that obligates the finder. Why?  Because it means the loss

is personal to someone, that the item is particularly and uniquely theirs.  And because,

from the Jewish framework, we all hold a stake or a claim in our shared community, one

person’s loss is everyone’s loss, and therefore everyone’s responsibility.

If you haven’t guessed it yet, though, I’m talking about more than oxen and sheep, or any

of those material objects we might otherwise lose.  As Rabbanit Alissa Thomas Newborn

suggests: “Details about who we are and what holds meaning to us matter.  To overlook

these humanizing details…is to forfeit our empathy for another’s yearning, anothers

hopes, another’s experience of loss.  This forfeiture is magnified when we see such loss in

a person in front of us…..”
3

Rabbanit Thomas is saying that to see someone’s loss is to

SEE or recognize the person themself, for who they are, with all of their own simanim -

and to feel connected to them, no less obligated to them.   At its heart, Hashavat

Aveidah, the returning of the lost, is a matter of our communal responsibility to one

another -  a most profound acknowledgement that in the face of loss, we affirm that no

one need search alone.

Practically speaking, though, how was the returning of lost objects supposed to happen?

After all, there was no social media on which to post a photo and say, “Is anyone missing

an ox?”  This is where the real revolutionary idea comes in:  The Talmud describes a

ritual that took place when the ancient Harvest or Pilgrimage Festivals were celebrated

in Jerusalem at the Temple, the three times per year when all of the people, no matter

how far away they lived, would convene in one central location.  At those times, all the

people who had lost something would gather around an elevated platform and stone -

called Even haTo’een - The Stone of Losses - and declare what they had lost in the

hopes of being made whole again and others would come and present what they had

found, in the hopes that the owners might be there.
4
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Isn’t this incredible? A public, communal Lost and Found. A space dedicated to creating

shared encounter around loss.  A place that forced people beyond surface meeting,

opening them up to each other's vulnerabilities and their own.  A vessel to allow people

to share their own stories of loss, not just in generalities, but with simanim - in detail.

And as such, enabling the finders to become sacred partners in helping that which was

otherwise lost find its way back home again, or put better, enabling the finders to help

heal those searching for what they’d lost.

Fun fact: In 2015, archeologists discovered a 2000 year old pyramid shaped stone

formation in the City of David in Jerusalem that they believe was THE Even ha-To’een.

Based on its location, what’s amazing is that this lost & found wasn’t relegated to a dark

corner or somber time.  It was part and parcel of these communal celebrations.  The

communal engagement around narratives of loss was going on at momentous times of

celebration and gratitude, and the Even Ha-To’een’s lost and found rituals were

happening right along the inner road to the Temple, which made encountering and

holding space for loss an inextricable part of the entire community’s festival experience -

not so different from the breaking of a glass at Jewish wedding.

Archaeologists think of the Even ha-To’een as a relic. It’s not a relic. In fact, our coming

together on these High Holy Days can be our own Stone of Losses (but seriously, please

don’t leave your umbrellas!) our own spiritual, communal lost and found this year, and

in fact, every year.  Because aren’t we always yearning to find what we’ve lost, the

tangible and the intangible?

What would it mean for us, on the precipice of the New Year, to come together with our

losses and our hopes, our vulnerabilities and our strengths, open hearted, open handed

with one another? Really.  What if the questions we asked upon seeing each other’s faces

over the next 10 days together brought us beyond our generic, “How are you? I’m fine”

exchanges, and instead invited us to our Even ha-To’een, to honestly ask and answer:

What have you lost since last we were together? What are you hoping to find?

Isn’t this what we attempt to do with our prayers for healing or with the Kaddish? As

Rabbi Angela Buchdahl notes: “We call out the names of those who have lost - their

health, their mobility, their hope, and we pray together for it to be restored. When we

say the kaddish, mourners …announce to our community: I have lost.  My spouse. My

sister. My friend.”

The central commandment of the High Holy Days is teshuvah - which doesn’t just mean

repentance - it means “return.” That word teshuvah shares the same root as hashavah

in Hashavat Aveidah - the Returning of the Lost. And as such, the chasidic rabbis

elevate this mitzvah – Returning of the Lost – to THE mitzvah, THE goal of these Days

of Awe. The lost not being oxen or umbrellas, but US.
5
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The truth is, living life with loss is the ultimate shared human experience. No one

demographic can claim its sole reserve.  To be human is to lose.  But this reality is one

that most of us would much prefer to ignore.  Which is perhaps why the High Holy Days

come to demand that we hold space for and engage with it head on, face to face, no

matter how difficult or how much we might prefer not to.  “When you see your fellow’s

ox or sheep gone astray, do not ignore it; you must return it to them.”

When we encounter something of the other’s that is lost, we are commanded not to

ignore it, no matter how inconvenient or uncomfortable the keeping might prove.  Put

simply, we might understand this as our obligation to create space for others to share

what they’ve lost, to speak of the loss in all of its fullness, sharing all its simanim,

without us interrupting them, trying to make them feel better (which if we’re honest is

usually about our own discomfort) or even worse, shutting them down.  And then

allowing others to do the same for us. What is really lost and needs to be returned is us -

you and me - yes, to ourselves, but perhaps even moreso, to one another. On the

dawning of this New Year, we are called to respond to the ultimate shared human

condition through nothing less than profound empathy, generosity and kindness.

Rabbi Elliott Kukla shares a powerful example of what this truest form of kindness can

look like:  “A friend of mine who has trouble with balance due to a brain injury once told

me that when she falls down, everyone rushes to help her get up, but in those first

moments she needs to gather her thoughts and dignity and she does not want to be

pulled up to her feet. ‘I think people rush to help me up because they are so

uncomfortable with seeing an adult lying on the floor.  But what I really need is for

someone to get down on the ground with me.’”
6

As it turns out: “Kindness is the one thing [in life]  human beings don’t have to lose...”
7

In truth, this day, every day: we have a choice for how we approach our encounters with

one another.  We can choose to stay on the surface, continue walking along the road of

life, releasing ourselves from our responsibilities for each other’s care and keeping.  Or

we can choose to meet one another at the foundation Stone of our Losses, to be each

other’s “spiritual finders”
8

and in doing so, truly bridge the chasms between despair and

hope, suffering and healing, lost and found.

In a New Year of returning for us all. Shanah Tovah.
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